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Abstract

A subchannel analysis code MATRA-a, an interim version of MATRA, has

been developed to be run on an IBM PC or HP WS based on the existing CDC

CYBER mainframe version of COBRA-IV-I. This MATRA code is a thermal-

hydraulic analysis code based on the subchannel approach for calculating the

enthalpy and flow distribution in fuel assemblies and reactor cores for both

steady-state and transient conditions. MATRA-a has been provided with an

improved structure, various functions, and models to give the more convenient

user environment and to increase the code accuracy. Among them, the pressure

drop model has been improved to be applied to non-square-lattice rod arrays, and

the lateral transport models between adjacent subchannels have been improved to

increase the accuracy in predicting two-phase flow phenomena. Also included in

this report are the detailed instructions for input data preparation and for auxiliary

preprocessors to serve as a guide to those who want to use MATRA-a. In

addition, we compared the predictions of MATRA-a with the experimental data

on the flow and enthalpy distribution in three sample rod-bundle cases to evaluate

the performance of MATRA-a. All the results revealed that the predictions of

MATRA-a were better than those of COBRA-IV-I.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this report is to provide sufficient information about the

MATRA-a as an interim version of the subchannel analysis code MATRA to

serve as a guide to those who want to use it.

1.1 Background

Subchannel analysis codes are of vital importance in the thermal-hydraulic

analysis of nuclear reactor cores. At present, the THINC-IV [1] developed by

the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and the TORC [2] developed by the

Combustion Engineering, Inc. are being used in the thermal-hydraulic design of

the pressurized water reactor (PWR) cores in Korea. Most of the subchannel

codes currently used in the design of nuclear reactor cores were developed long

ago, and their applicable ranges are limited to the steady-state operating

conditions. Therefore, the requests for the development of the subchannel code

for best-estimate design are raised based on the various experimental and

theoretical results that have been accumulated to date. To meet these requests,

the subchannel codes of which predictive capabilities are improved in two-phase

flow and transient conditions are being developed. Although there are no boiling

water reactors (BWRs) in Korea, the improved analytic capability of the

subchannel code for two-phase flow fields is required in the design-basis accident

conditions of PWRs. In addition, to apply the subchannel analysis to the design

of advanced light water reactors (ALWRs) considering various core conditions, it

is necessary to develop the subchannel code technology producing the reliable

analysis results in various operating conditions and geometrical configurations.

The current worldwide activities related to the subchannel code

development can be classified into three trends. The first is the activity for the

understanding of the local flow phenomena within a subchannel in single-phase

flow conditions, especially the characteristics of turbulence around the grid
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spacers. This is the approach to analyze a problem fundamentally from the

microscopic viewpoint; however, its applicability to complex geometry and two-

phase flow conditions has not verified yet. The second is the activity for the

improvement of the analytic capability for two-phase flow fields. This is the

approach to accurately analyze the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of a reactor

core under the conditions of the loss-of-coolant accident or the reactivity induced

accident by being coupled with a system analysis code or a neutronics code. The

third is the approach to improve the predictive capabilities of the existing

subchannel codes by modifying their models to apply them to the various

operating conditions and geometrical configurations of the advanced-type reactors

such as ALWRs.

We have entered on the development of the subchannel analysis code

MATRA for the purpose of the technological independence through establishing

our own subchannel code. In this report, we described the MATRA-a as an

interim version of MATRA.

1.2 Overview of MATRA-a

MATRA (Multichannel Analyzer for steady states and Transients in Rod

Arrays) is the thermal-hydraulic analysis code being developed at the Korea

Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) based on the subchannel approach for

calculating the enthalpy and flow distribution in rod bundle nuclear fuel elements

and reactor cores for both steady-state and transient conditions. While the

existing COBRA-IV-I [3], the reference code of MATRA, runs on an CDC

(Control Data Corporation) CYBER mainframe computer, MATRA-a runs on an

IBM PC (International Business Machines Personal Computer) (and compatible

computers) or HP WS (Hewlett Packard Workstation) to give the more convenient

computing environment.

MATRA-a has been provided with an improved structure, various functions,

and models to give the more convenient user environment and to increase the



code accuracy. Among them, the pressure drop models for non-square-lattice

rod arrays have been added to be applied to the analysis of ALWR cores, and the

improved lateral transport models between adjacent subchannels have been added

to improve the predictive capability for two-phase flow fields. The detailed key

features of MATRA-a are described in Chapter 2.

1.3 Limitations of MATRA-a

The existing COBRA-IV-I code uses the options of 'restart' and 'roll' to

reduce the computer running time and required memory. The restart option

allows continuing calculations or providing an initial guess to a different problem

from the previously saved solution. The roll option rolls the axially dimensioned

variables between a main memory and peripheral storage devices using only three

axial levels of information. In the mid-1970's when COBRA-IV-I was first

developed, there were many difficulties in using computer codes due to the

limitations on the computer hardware and the operating system (OS) that is the

software managing the hardware resources. Thus, COBRA-IV-I was

implemented with the particular features such as the aforementioned options to

use the more capacities of the limited hardware resources. At present, however,

the rapid enhancement of the computer hardware and OS sufficiently reduces the

limitations on using computer codes, and the features mentioned above causes the

difficulty in understanding and modifying the code. Therefore, we have decided

not to consider the restart and roll options in developing MATRA, and

recommend that these two options not be used.

COBRA-IV-I provides an explicit solution scheme for severe transient

calculations as an alternate to the implicit solution scheme. We have not fully

tested MATRA-a for the option of explicit transient calculations. Therefore, we

recommend that this option not be used for the moment.

1.4 Using this Manual



As mentioned above, the purpose of this report is to provide sufficient

information about MATRA- a to serve as a guide to those who want to use it. To

achieve this goal, this manual contains the following three parts.

Firstly, Chapter 2 describes the additional features of MATRA-a compared

with those of COBRA-IV-I. They are classified into three viewpoints, i.e., the

improved code structure, newly implemented functions, and newly implemented

models.

Secondly, Chapter 3 describes how to use MATRA-a. It contains the

descriptions of the auxiliary preprocessors and the detailed instructions of the user

input data of MATRA-a.

Thirdly, Chapter 4 describes the input data and results of three kinds of

sample problem. They were selected to evaluate the performances of the

representative three items among the additional features of MATRA-a.



2. About MATRA-a

This chapter describes the additional features of MATRA-a with classifying

them into three viewpoints, i.e., the improved code structure, newly implemented

functions, and newly implemented models. All of these features of MATRA-a

are shown in Fig. 2.1 compared with those of COBRA-IV-I.

2.1 Improved Structure

We have provided MATRA-a with the improved code structure to give the

more convenient user interface and working environment, and to increase the code

accuracy by the various methods described in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Migration of Code

The existing COBRA-IV-I code is the CDC CYBER mainframe version,

which has the limitation on the computer core storage and gives some

inconvenience to the user interface. To solve these problems, we converted

COBRA-IV-I to the HP WS (9000/700-series) version, and verified the converted

code. [4] Moreover, we have converted the code to the IBM PC (and compatible

computers) and HP WS version to expand the user working environment.

2.1.2 Restructuring of Code

COBRA-IV-I was programmed with Fortran 66, which requires statement

labels and 'GOTO' statements in the construction of certain standard control

structures. They do interfere with structured programming and interrupt one's

reading and modifying of a program. Therefore, we have restructured the code

with Fortran 90, which is a structured programming language providing a code

with the readability and maintainability.



2.1.3 Elimination of Unnecessary Subroutines

In COBRA-IV-I, a number of subroutines are used for the editing of

incorrect input data prepared by the user. Although these subroutines are

unnecessary in main calculations, they are large in size and interrupt one's reading

of the code. Therefore, we have eliminated these subroutines and have

simplified the code structure.

2.1.4 Increase in Precision and Correction of Real Constants

All the real variables and constants used in MATRA-a are declared

implicitly as type double-precision real. Some important real constants used in

calculations, however, had the single precision and/or incorrect values.

Therefore, we have corrected the values and have increased the number of

significant decimal digits of the real constants to obtain the improved code

accuracy.

2.1.5 Modification of Input/Output Formats

The insufficient significant figures of the input data of COBRA-IV-I due to

the existing input format produce the round-off errors that are not negligible.

Therefore, we have inevitably changed the input format so that all the input of

both types real and integer may take 10 digits in MATRA-a. In addition, we

have changed the output format so that the more significant figures of the

important parameters can be printed out to obtain the improved accuracy of a

postprocess.

2.2 Implemented Functions

We have provided MATRA-a with various functions to give the more



convenient user working environment and to increase the code accuracy. These

functions are described in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Input/Output Unit System Selecting Switches

In COBRA-IV-I, only the British unit system can be used for the units of

both input and output data. Thus, in the case of the calculation using the input

data in the units of the International System of Units (SI), the input data should be

prepared with converting from the SI to the British units, which would cause the

round-off errors affecting the calculation results of the code. Therefore, we have

implemented the switch for selecting the input/output unit systems between the

British and SI ones in MATRA-a, which allows the selective use of the British

and SI unit systems for both input and output.

2.2.2 Steam Table Routine TAF

In COBRA-IV-I, the subcooled properties of a fluid are calculated by

interpolation using the saturated properties from the saturation property table as

the input data supplied by the user, which leads to the considerable errors in the

calculation results of the code. Therefore, we have implanted the steam table

routine TAF [5] to MATRA-a to calculate subcooled properties directly by

referencing the function TAF, which improves the accuracy in calculating

subcooled properties.

2.2.3 Variable Axial Noding Scheme

In COBRA-IV-I, only the uniform-length axial nodes can be used in

calculations. Thus, in the case of the problem that requires the detailed analysis

for the local interested region such as the flow blockage, the other uninterested

regions also should be inevitably analyzed in detail, which would increase the

computer running time and required memory. Therefore, we have implemented



the variable axial noding scheme in MATRA-a to use dense axial nodes

selectively for interested regions, which allows the optimization of the number of

axial nodes in calculations.

2.2.4 Pressure Selecting Switch

In COBRA-IV-I, all the fluid properties are calculated at the system exit

pressure as the reference one. This can be regarded as reasonable in the high-

pressure conditions of the commercial reactors such as PWRs and BWRs because

the effect of the axial pressure drop over the rod bundle on fluid properties is

negligibly small. In the low-pressure conditions of the research reactors such as

the Hi-flux Advanced Neutron Application Reactor (HANARO: KMRR (Korea

Multi-purpose Research Reactor)), however, the pressure drop effect on fluid

properties is considerable, especially on the fluid densities in two-phase flow

conditions. Therefore, we have implemented the switch for selecting the

pressure used in the calculation of fluid properties between the reference and local

pressures in MATRA-a to account for the effect of the local pressure on the fluid

properties in low-pressure, two-phase flow conditions.

2.3 Implemented Models

We have provided MATRA-a with some improved models to increase the

code accuracy in analyzing non-square-lattice rod arrays and two-phase flow

fields. These models are described in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Non-Square-Lattice Pressure Drop Models

At present, MATRA-a uses nearly the same governing equations as those of

COBRA-IV-I [3, 6], which were derived so that various channel configurations or

rod arrays could be analyzed. Thus, there are no great problems in analyzing



various types of reactor core with COBRA-IV-I. For the more accurate analyses,

however, it was necessary to implement appropriate pressure drop models, and

therefore, we have implemented the Rehme's pressure drop models for the

triangular rod arrays with wire wraps [7] and without wire wraps [8] in MATRA-

a.

In the case of wire wrapped rod bundles with triangular arrangement of rods,

Rehme developed the pressure drop correlation of general validity by the

systematic measurements with 80 different arrangements of wire wrapped rod

bundles. The important parameters varied in his study are the pitch-to-diameter

ratio of the rod, ranged between 1.125 and 1.417, by using different wire wrap

diameters with the same rod diameter, the lead-to-diameter ratio of the wire wrap,

ranged between 6 and 45, and the number of rods in a rod bundle, ranged between

7 and 61. The Reynolds numbers considered in his study ranged between 103

and3xlO5.

In the case of bare rod bundles with triangular arrangement of rods, Rehme

developed the pressure drop correlation based on the concept of "equivalent

annular zone" by the systematic measurements with 25 test sections of bare rod

bundles in hexagonal channels. The important parameters varied in his study are

the pitch-to-diameter ratio of the rod, ranged between 1.025 and 2.324, by using

the same rod diameter, and the number of rods in a rod bundle, ranged between 7

and 61. The Reynolds numbers considered in his study ranged between 6xlO2

and2xlO5.

2.3.2 Wide-Range Applicable Void Fraction Model

In COBRA-IV-I, a few void fraction models are used to predict the bulk

void fraction in two-phase flow fields. These models, however, are very simple

and out of date, so they can be applied to only narrow-range conditions.

Therefore, we have implemented the improved wide-range applicable Chexal-

Lellouche void fraction model [9] in MATRA-or.

The Chexal-Lellouche correlation was developed to cover the full range of



pressures, flows, void fractions, and fluid types (steam-water, air-water,

hydrocarbons, and oxygen). The correlation was qualified against several sets of

steady-state two-phase/two-component flow test data that cover a wide range of

thermodynamic conditions and geometries typical of PWR and BWR fuel

assemblies as well as for pipes up to 450 mm in diameter. The correlation is

based on a drift flux model and determines the drift flux parameters, CQ,

concentration parameter, and Vs-, drift velocity, for both cocurrent and

countercurrent two-phase flows for the full range of pressures, flows, and void

fractions. The correlation is continuous and does not depend on flow regime

maps.

2.3.3 Improved Lateral Transport Models

In general, subchannel codes use the one-dimensional approach based on the

assumption of the axially dominant flow. Consequently, subchannel codes

consider the lateral transport phenomena that occur between adjacent subchannels

with simple models, and thus, the effects of these lateral transport models on the

accuracies of subchannel codes are considerable.

The lateral transport phenomena are quite complicated and difficult to

decompose into more elementary interchange terms. Nevertheless, they

normally are decomposed arbitrarily into the following several components [10,

11]:

1. Diversion cross/low, the directed flow due to the lateral pressure difference

between adjacent subchannels;

2. Turbulent mixing, the exchange of fluid due to the random fluctuating

motion, which does not favor a particular direction;

3. Void drift, the migration of void due to the strong tendency of the two-phase

system to approach an equilibrium phase distribution;

4. Molecular diffusion, the exchange of molecules due to the random kinetic

dispersion;

10



5. Deflected crossflow, the directed flow due to some artificial means such as

wire wraps or deflecting vanes;

6. Forced mixing, the exchange of fluid due to some artificial means such as

grid spacers, which does not favor a particular direction.

Among them, the diversion crossflow and molecular diffusion phenomena are

considered in the governing equations; the deflected crossflow and forced mixing

phenomena are experimentally determined from the geometrical characteristics of

the structures. Consequently, the modelings of the turbulent mixing and void

drift phenomena are very important.

In COBRA-IV-I, the equal-mass-exchange model is employed as a turbulent

mixing model, but the void drift phenomenon is not considered. In single-phase

flow conditions, the predictions by the equal-mass-exchange turbulent mixing

model are nearly the same as those of the equal-volume-exchange model. In

two-phase flow conditions, however, the predictions by the equal-volume-

exchange model are known as better. [11] Because the void drift phenomenon

occurs due to the void distributions in subchannels, it is hardly considered in the

analysis of the PWR core under the steady-state operating condition in which two-

phase flow phenomena do not prevail. In the postulated accident or critical heat

flux (CHF) conditions, however, there would be a substantial amount of void in

subchannels, and thus, the void drift model is expected to greatly affect the

accuracies of subchannel codes. Therefore, we have implemented the Lahey et

al. [ll] 's equal-volume-exchange turbulent mixing model using the Beus [10]'s

two-phase turbulent mixing multiplier and the Lahey et al. [1 l]'s void drift model

using the Levy [12]'s equilibrium density distribution model in MATRA-a.
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Fig. 2.1 Comparison of Features between COBRA-IV-I and MATRA-a
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3. Using MATRA-or

This chapter contains the descriptions of the auxiliary preprocessors and the

detailed instructions of the user input data of MATRA-a.

3.1 Auxiliary Preprocessors

Before using MATRA-a to calculate the enthalpy and flow distribution in a

specific rod bundle arrangement, the user must run some auxiliary preprocessing

programs, i.e., the specification setting program SPECSET, the specification

splitting program SPECSPL, and the input deck converting program COBMAT.

The preprocessors to be run prior to MATRA-a are detailed in the following

subsections.

The procedure of the preprocessing and the calculation by MATRA-a is

schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1, which shows the relationships among the

programs, necessary input files, and generated output files.

3.1.1 Specification Setting Preprocessor SPECSET

The existing CDC CYBER mainframe version of COBRA-IV-I uses the

auxiliary preprocessing program SPECSET, which automatically sets up a

consistent set of dimensions for COBRA-IV-I and calculates the appropriate

equivalence starting locations based on the problem size information supplied by

the user to minimize the computer core storage requirements. In the mid-1970's

when COBRA-IV-I was first developed, this preprocessor was inevitable due to

the limitations on the computer hardware and OS. At present, however, it

appears unnecessary due to the enhanced computing environment. Nevertheless,

we have decided to use this program because it helps MATRA-a to use the

computer memory efficiently, i.e., to use only that portion of the core storage

necessary to solve a particular problem.
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The program SPECSET has three main functions:

1. To automatically set up a consistent set of dimensions for MATRA-a

compatible with the user-specified problem size;

2. To calculate the relative storage locations of the variables equivalenced to

the vector'SAVEAL';

3. To allocate storage in large core memory (LCM) available on CDC CYBER

computers, if desired.

The first function is accomplished by performing a character-by-character search

through a complete set of MATRA-a specification statements for dummy

dimensioning parameters. Each statement is written to output files 'specfix' and

'specout' with the dummy parameters replaced by integer values calculated or

specified from the user-supplied input defining the problem size. The second

function is required because the storage scheme in MATRA-a uses equivalencing

to overlap array storage. The program SPECSET calculates the appropriate

equivalence starting locations based on the problem size information supplied by

the user. The third function is accomplished by simply removing 'CLCM' from

columns 1 through 4 on all 'LEVEL 2' statements if storage in LCM is desired.

If not, the 'LEVEL 2' statements are considered to be comments.

The input data of the program SPECSET are in two files. The first input

file 'specmir' contains dummy card images of all MATRA-a common decks.

This data set must be available for input. The data in the second input file

'specdat' consist of a set of parameters that define the problem size and code

options required. With the exception of the first data card, the order in which the

data are specified is immaterial. The first card must contain the characters

'LCM' in the first three columns if LCM on a CDC CYBER computer is to be

used for variable storage. If LCM is not desired or the code is to be run on some

other systems, the first card should be blank. The remaining cards specify the

values of the dimensioning parameters using the form:

14



Columns 1 and 2 3 4 through 6

'parameter' = 'xxx'

where 'parameter' consists of a two-letter code and 'xxx' is its required numerical

value that must be right justified to column 6. Default values will be supplied

for any parameters not specified. The parameters may be input in any order.

The available parameters, with their default values in parentheses, are listed

below:

MC

MG

MX

MN

MR

ME

Maximum number of channels (100);

Maximum number of gaps (200);

Maximum number of axial nodes plus one (101);

Maximum number of fuel collocation points plus three (6);

Maximum number of rods (100);

MX if no storage on peripherals; 3 for storage on peripherals

(This implies that axial values will be rolled.) (101);

MP : Maximum number of cards in property table, axial heat flux table,

and forcing function vs. time tables (100);

ML : Maximum number of axial locations

for channel area and gap spacing variations (50);

MZ : Maximum number of axial locations for grid spacers (20);

MW: Maximum number of wall-channel connections (50);

MY : Maximum number of axial fuel type divisions (20);

MI : Maximum number of connections to a channel (thermal and flow)

(20);

MO : Maximum number of gaps coupled to any one gap via a channel

plus one: Maximum width of AAA array:

(7 for square, 5 for triangular rod array) (20);

MK : Maximum number of grid spacer types (10);

MA : Maximum number of channels that can have channel area variations

(50);

15



MT : Maximum number of fuel types (10);

MS : Maximum number of gaps that can have gap spacing variations (100).

3.1.2 Specification Splitting Preprocessor SPECSPL

The specification statements common to various program units in MATRA-

a are specified by the 'INCLUDE' statements as the inserted files to avoid being

specified in duplicate among the program units. We have, therefore, developed

the auxiliary preprocessing program SPECSPL, which splits 'specfix', one of the

output files generated by the program SPECSET, consisting of the specification

statements into the files to be included in the program units in MATRA-a. The

split files are saved in the form of 'spec/specxx', i.e., in the directory 'spec' made

in the current working directory by the names of'specOl', 'specO2', and so on.

3.1.3 Input Deck Converting Preprocessor COBMAT

For the convenience of the users currently familiar with COBRA-IV-I, we

tried to make the MATRA-a input compatible with the COBRA-IV-I input, and

have supplied the newly implemented functions and models as additional options.

Due to the insufficient significant figures of input data of COBRA-IV-I, however,

we have inevitably changed the input format so that all the input of both types real

and integer may take 10 digits in MATRA-a. To use the existing input decks of

COBRA-IV-I, therefore, the conversion of input is necessary, and we have

developed the auxiliary preprocessing program COBMAT, which converts the

COBRA-IV-I input file 'cobra.inp' to the MATRA-a input file 'matra.inp'. As a

result of running the program COBMAT, another output file 'matra.new' is

generated, and in that file, the information about the additional features of

MATRA-a is described.

16
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Fig. 3.1 Calculation Procedure of M ATRA- a
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3.2 Input Instructions

The MATRA-a input has expanded to accommodate the increased

capabilities and options in the code. We attempted to make the MATRA-a input

compatible with the COBRA-IV-I input. In most instances, a few changes are

required to convert the COBRA-IV-I input to the MATRA-a input. By the help

of the aforementioned input deck converting preprocessor COBMAT, the users

can covert the COBRA-IV-I input decks very easily, and obtain the information

about the additional features of MATRA-a from 'matra.new', one of the output

files of the program COBMAT.

The MATRA-a input deck consists of an initial card specifying the

computer time limit and input/output unit systems, and a case control card

followed by up to 12 card groups. Two consecutive blank cards mark the end of

the input deck. It is possible to perform multiple calculations by stacking cases,

and a single blank card marks the end of case input. The structure of the

MATRA-a input deck is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

Blank Case Control Card to Terminate Run

Blank Group Control Card to End Case Input

Group Data Cards (as required)

Group Contol Card

Case Control Card

Initial Card

____-—— '

—-

-—

—

-—

up to 12
Groups

Fig. 3.2 Structure of the MATRA-a Input Deck
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Each card group consists of a group control card followed by required group

data cards. When stacking cases, it is necessary to re-specify only those card

groups that differ from the previous case. The required and optional card groups

are identified in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 Requirements of the MATRA-a Input Cards and Card Groups

Group
No.

-

-

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Description

Initial card

Case control card

Fluid properties

Friction factor, heat transfer coefficient,
and two-phase flow correlations

Axial heat flux distribution

Channel layout and dimensions

Channel area variation

Gap spacing variation

Wire wrap and grid spacer information

Rod layout, dimensions, and properties

Calculation control

Lateral transport models

Operating conditions
and transient forcing functions

Output display options

Case

First

required

required

required

required

required

required

optional

optional

optional

required

required

required

required

required

Subsequent

not required

required

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

The group control card identifies the card group number and the available

card group options, and is processed using the following 'READ' statement:

READ (12,1000) NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9

1000 FORM AT (16110)
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where 12 is the input device, NGROUP is the card group number, and Nl through

N9 are the card group option selecting switches, which are described in Appendix

A with the specifications of the group data cards. This appendix contains card

labels, input variable formats, names, and descriptions.

The input instructions in Appendix A are ordered as the input is encountered

by MATRA-a. An identifying label is assigned to each data card or card type

(for multiple cards read). The card label consists of the name of the program

unit where the read takes place and the relative order of occurrence in that

program unit, e.g., MATRA 1.0. We have assigned the label of the form as

'SETRI x.0' to each group control card. The labeling of group data cards

follows the convention of appending a sequence number to the card group number,

e.g., SETRI 2.3 is the label of the third data card or card type in the card group 2.

The input variable formats and names are presented in columns 2 and 3,

respectively, of Appendix A. The variable names are the same as used in coding

MATRA-a. All the input variables of both types real and integer have the

formats of 10 digits except for a few variables to secure sufficient significant

figures.

Descriptions of group control and data card input data are presented in

column 4 of Appendix A. The criteria for including optional group data cards

and the default values of input parameters are included in these descriptions.

Default values are assigned to many input parameters to assist the users in setting

up the input. These values are used when the corresponding input fields are

blank. Since most parameters with default values affect the stability of the

solution, it is recommended that the default values be used until the users are

familiar with each parameter.

As mentioned in Section 1.3, we have not fully tested MATRA-a for the

options of restart, roll, and explicit transient calculations. To retain the

aforementioned compatibility with COBRA-IV-I, however, we have included the

descriptions for these options but recommend that these options not be used for

the moment.
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4. Sample Problems

This chapter describes the input data and results of three kinds of sample

problem selected to evaluate the performances of the representative three items

among the additional features of MATRA-a.

4.1 CNEN-Studsvik Isothermal Flow Test

To evaluate the fundamental predictive performance of MATRA-a, we

analyzed the experimental data from the isothermal flow test performed at the

Studsvik Laboratory with MATRA-a. Kjellen et al. [13] measured the axial

velocity and temperature distributions in an unheated 4x4 rod bundle to obtain the

information about the heat transfer due to turbulent mixing between adjacent

subchannels in single-phase flow conditions.

The geometry of the cross-section of the rod bundle is shown in Fig. 4.1

with a subchannel numbering scheme used in MATRA-a. The input data of

MATRA-a for the case of the turbulent mixing parameter or thermal diffusion

coefficient (TDC) of 0.02 and the bundle-average axial mass velocity of 1.9

Mlbn/hr-ft2 are listed in Appendix B.I. For the five bundle-average mass

velocities, the mass velocities at the corner subchannel exit predicted by MATRA-

a are shown in Fig. 4.2 with those predicted by the LEUCIPPO [13] of the CNEN

(Comitato Nazionale per l'Energia Nucleare) in Italy and the THINC-IV [1] of the

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, and the measured data. As shown in Fig.

4.2, MATRA-a has the predictive performance similar to those of the other codes.

To show the effect of the input/output unit system switching option

implemented in MATRA-a, the output in the SI units of MATRA-a

corresponding to the aforementioned input data in the British units are listed in

Appendix C.
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4.2 PNL Isothermal Flow Blockage Test

To evaluate the performance of the variable axial noding scheme

implemented in MATRA-a, we analyzed the experimental data from the

isothermal flow blockage test performed at the Pacific Northwest Laboratories

(PNL) with MATRA-a. Creer et al. [14] measured the axial velocity, turbulent

intensity, and turbulent scale values in an unheated 7x7 rod bundle containing

partial flow blockages. The experiment was undertaken to improve the

understanding of flow distributions in partially blocked rod bundles during a loss-

of-coolant accident, and to aid in verifying the capability of COBRA-IV-I to

perform flow blockage analyses.

The geometry of the 1/8 cross-section of the rod bundle containing partial

flow blockages is shown in Fig. 4.3 with a subchannel numbering scheme used in

MATRA-a. To show the accuracy and efficiency of the calculation using the

variable axial noding scheme, we analyzed the experimental data with COBRA-

IV-I using the uniform axial noding scheme and with MATRA-a using a

nonuniform axial noding scheme with the same number of axial nodes as shown

in Fig. 4.4. The input data of MATRA-a are listed in Appendix B.2. The axial

distributions of axial velocities obtained from the analyses by COBRA-IV-I and

MATRA-a are shown in Fig. 4.5 with the measured data. As shown in Fig. 4.5,

compared with the COBRA-IV-I using uniform-length axial nodes, the MATRA-

a using nonuniform-length axial nodes predicted the measured data better,

especially in the blocked region. From the analysis results, the variable axial

noding scheme implemented in MATRA-a is expected to optimize the number of

axial nodes required in calculations.

4.3 GE and ISPRA Two-Phase Flow Tests

To evaluate the performances of the improved lateral transport models, i.e.,

the equal-volume-exchange turbulent mixing and void drift models, implemented
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in MATRA-a, we analyzed the experimental data from the two-phase flow tests

performed at the GE (General Electric Company) and the ISPRA in Italy with

MATRA-a. Lahey et al. [15] measured the enthalpy and flow distributions at

the exits of the representative corner, side, and center subchannels in an

electrically heated 3x3 rod bundle under the pressure of 69 bar, typical of BWR

operating conditions. Similarly, Herkenrath et al. [16] measured the enthalpy

and flow distributions at the exits of the representative corner, side, inner, and

center subchannels in two different types of electrically heated 4x4 rod bundle

with typical geometries for BWRs (PELCO-S) and PWRs (EUROP) under the

pressure of 70 bar, typical of BWR conditions (PELCO-S, EUROP-70) and the

pressure of 160 bar, typical of PWR conditions (EUROP-160).

The geometries of the cross-sections of the GE 9-rod bundle and ISPRA 16-

rod bundles are shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, respectively, with subchannel

numbering schemes used in MATRA-a. The input data of MATRA-a for Run

2E2 in the case of the GE test, Run 96.1 (PELCO-S), and Run 302.2 (EUROP-70)

in the case of the ISPRA test are listed in Appendix B.3. For the GE and ISPRA

(PELCO-S, EUROP-70) two-phase flow tests, the exit qualities in the corner

subchannel predicted by MATRA-a using the equal-volume-exchange turbulent

mixing and void drift models with the void drift correction factors of 1.5 for

bubbly-slug flow regime and 5.0 for annular flow regime are shown in Figs. 4.8

through 4.10, with those predicted by COBRA-IV-I using the existing equal-

mass-exchange turbulent mixing model only, and the measured data. As shown

in Figs. 4.8 through 4.10, MATRA-a using the equal-volume-exchange turbulent

mixing and the flow-regime-dependent void drift models predicted the lower-

than-average qualities in the corner subchannels observed in the experiments

better than COBRA-IV-I.
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Unit: inch

Fig. 4.1 Cross-Sectional View of CNEN-Studsvik 16-Rod Bundle
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5. Conclusions and Further Works

We have developed an interim version of the subchannel analysis code

MATRA (MATRA-a) running on an IBM PC or HP WS, and evaluated its

performance by comparing its predictions with experimental data. We have

provided MATRA-a with various features to apply it to the analysis of ALWR

cores as well as the existing LWR cores. In addition, we have improved the

lateral transport models between adjacent subchannels, and as the result, it

revealed that the performance of MATRA-a in predicting two-phase flow

phenomena was better than that of the existing COBRA-IV-I code.

We will provide MATRA-a with the improved numerical stability in the

analysis of two-phase flow fields, the improved performance in analyzing

transient states, and the capability of considering the thermal nonequilibrium state

as future works.
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Appendix A.

Input Instructions of MATRA-or
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Card Format Input

MATRA1.0

110 MAXT

110 IIUNIT

110 JIVNIT

110 JOUNIT

Description

Initial card:
Must be the 1st data card of the input deck;
Read only once:
MAXT, IIUNIT, JIUNIT, JOUNIT: (4110)

Computer time limit allowed for problem calculations
[sec]:
MAXTZO: Normal calculation
MAXT<0: Restart calculation

from a previously stored solution
(Not checked)

Input unit system:
IIUNIT=0: British
IIUNIT= 1: SI

Input printout unit system:
JIUNIT =0. British
JIUNIT= 1: SI

Output printout unit system:
JOUNIT =0: British
JOUNIT = I: SI
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Card Format Input

RESTRT 1.0

110 NJUMP

110 NA

110 IT

110 NTT

F10 TTT

Description

Restart card
(Not checked):
Option (MAXT<0):
NJUMP, NA, IT, NTT, TTT. (4110, F10)

Restart flag:
NJVMP= 0: Direct restart with no input:

Continue calculations
on a previous steady-state solution
(IT* land NTT= 0);
Continue calculations
on a previous transient solution
(/7Vland.NT2V0)

NJUMP = 1: Restart with additional input:
Begin a transient at time zero
from a previous steady-state solution
(IT=landNDT=0);
Calculate a new steady-state solution
with a previous solution as the 1st guess
(IT*landNDT=0);
Continue calculations
on a previous transient solution
(NDT*0)

NJUMP= 2: No restart:
Read dump file, print input and output,
and then stop

NJUMP= 3: Same as NJUMP = 0, but print all input

Number of additional iterations
for implicit solution scheme regardless of NJUMP.
The old value of NTRIES in SETRI 9.2
is increased by NA in a steady-state solution
or is set to NA in a transient solution;
NTRIES may be reset directly in SETRI 9.2
ifNJUMP= 1

Flag to begin a transient solution at time zero
from a previous steady-state solution:
Must read in transient data (NJUMP= 1) from SETRI
(7T=1);
For other restart cases, the value of IT is ignored
(77=0):
iT=0: Continue time steps
IT= 1: Start from time zero

Number of additional time steps allowed
regardless of IT:
Used to increase the value of ND T in SETRI 9.2
to continue or start a transient solution

Total additional transient time regardless of IT [sec]:
The time step size is TTT/NTT
unless a time step size forcing function
has been or will be supplied (NJUMP= 1) in SETRI 9.5
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Card Format Input

SETUP 1.0

110 EASE

no JI

17A4 TEXT

Description

Case control card:
EASE, Jl, TEXT: (2110,17A4)

Problem case number:
EASE > 0: Begin case with core initialized to zero
EASE<0: Use previous case solution as the 1st guess
JL4.SE=0: Stop

Print option for input data:
Jl- Q: Print only new input
Jl= 1: Print all input
Jl- 2 : Print only operating conditions
/ / = 10: Print all input, then stop

Output text for problem identification:
Maximum 68 characters
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Card Format

Card Group 1

SETRI 1.0

no

110

Input

NGROVP

Nl

Description

Fluid Properties

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5: (6110)

Card group number (1)

Number of (saturation and/or superheated) fluid
property cards to be read:
NPROP= MIU(MAX(0,Nl)tfP):
NPROP= 0:J9=l and ISTEAM= 0
NPROP>0:J9=0

110 N2 Option for calculation
of superheated vapor (H2O) properties:
ISTEAM=MINQAAX(0JV2),iy.
ISTEAM=0: No calculation
ISTEAM= 1: NPROP superheated vapor properties

are calculated

110 N3 Upper limit for temperature range
of superheated vapor (H2O) properties
(Applicable only if ISTEAM= 1):
N3 =MIN(MAX(0,iV3),l):
N3=0: Calculate NPROP superheated vapor properties

from saturation temperature at system pressure
tol500°F (815.6°C)

N3 = 1: Calculate NPROP superheated vapor properties
from saturation temperature at system pressure
to a temperature specified by TMAX

110 N4 Method for calculation of fluid properties:
J9 = MIN(MAX(0 ,N4), 1):
J9 = 0: Interpolative calculation of fluid properties

from saturation property table:
Property table inputs are necessary

J9=\: Direct calculation of fluid (HjO) properties
from Function TAF:
Property table inputs are not necessary

110 NS Switch for selecting pressure
used in calculation of fluid properties:
IPLOC=Mm(MAX(0,N5), 1):
IPLOOO: System reference (exit) pressure
IPLOC=\: Local pressure

SETRI 1.1 Saturation fluid property table:
Option (/9 = 0);
Read in Nl cards
for saturated liquid and vapor properties:
PP{J), TT(J), WF{J), WG(J), HHF(J), HHG{J),
UUF(J), KKF(J), SSIGMA(J),J= 1 to Nl: (9F10)
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Card Format

F10

F1O

F10

F1O

F1O

F1O

F1O

F1O

F1O

SETRI 1.2

Input

PPV)

TT(J)

WF(J)

WG{J)

HHF(J)

HHG(J)

UUF(J)

KKF(J)

SSIGMA{J)

F1O TMAX

Description

Pressure [psia; MPa]

Saturation temperature [ °F; °C ]

Specific volume of saturated liquid [ftVlbra; mVkg]

Specific volume of saturated vapor [ft3/lbm; nvVkgJ

Specific enthalpy of saturated liquid [Btu/lbm; kJ/kg]

Specific enthalpy of saturated vapor [Btu/lbm; kJ/kg]

"Viscosity of saturated liquid [lbn/ft-hr; kg/m-sec]

Thermal conductivity of saturated liquid
[Btu/hr-ft-°F;kW/m-°C]

Surface tension of saturated liquid [lb/ft; N/m]

Maximum temperature of superheated vapor (H2O):
Option (ISTEAM= 1 and N3= 1):
TMAX: (F10)

Upper limit for temperature range
of superheated vapor properties [ °F; °C ]:
Default for # 3 = 0 is TMAX= 1500°F (815.6°C)
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Card Format Input

Card Group 2

Description

Friction Factor, Heat Transfer Coefficient,
and Two-Phase Flow Correlations

SETRI 2.0

110 NGROVP

110 Nl

110 N2

110 N3

no

no

no

no

N4

N5

N6

N7

Group control card:

NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, NS, N6, N7: (8110)

Card group number (2)

Subcooled void fraction:
For Kll > 0 in SETRI 9.0, J2 will be reset as J2=0;
J2 =Mm(MAX(0,Ari),l):
72=0: No model
J2 = \: Levy model
Bulk void fraction:
For Kll >0 in SETRI 9.0, J3 will be reset asJ3 = 0;
J3 = MIN(MAX(0,AT2),6):
J3=0: Homogeneous model
J3=l: Modified Armand model
J3 = 3: Chexal-Lellouche model
J3 = 5: Slip model:

Read in a slip ratio
J3 = 6: Polynomial function of quality:

Read in number of terms and coefficients
for up to a 6th-order polynomial

Two-phase friction multiplier:
For Kll > 0 in SETRI 9.0, J4 will be reset asJ4=0;
J4=MIN(MAX(0,iV3),5):
J4=0: Homogeneous model
J4=\: Armandmodel
J4 = 5: Polynomial function of quality:

Read in number of terms and coefficients
for up to a 6th-order polynomial

Heated wall viscosity correction in friction factor:
NVISCW= MRi(MAX(0,N4), 1):
NVISCW =0: No
NVISCW =1: Yes

Single-phase laminar friction factor:
LAMNF- MIN(MAX(0,AT5), 1):

Read in up to 4 sets of laminar friction
factor correlation constants

Single-phase rod-to-coolant heat transfer coefficient:
N6 = Mm(MAX(0,MJ), 1):
N6=Q: Dittus-Boelter correlation
N6= 1: Read in a user-supplied correlation

Single-phase turbulent friction factor
J8=MIN(MAX(0^V7),2):
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Card Format Input Description

J8=0: Square rod array
J8 = 1: Rehme correlation for triangular rod array

with wire wrap:
Ref: K. Rehme,

"Pressure Drop Correlations
for Fuel Element Spacers,"
Nuclear Technology,
Vol. 17, pp. 15-23,
January 1973

J8=2: Rehme correlation for triangular rod array
with/without grid spacer:
Equivalent annular zone;
Ref: K Rehme,

"Pressure Drop Performance of Rod
Bundles in Hexagonal Arrangements,"
Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer,
Vol. 15, pp. 2499-2517,
1972

SETRI2.1

F10

F10

F10

BB{I)

CC{I)

Single-phase turbulent friction factor:
Not optional (Dummy read for J8= 1 or 2);
Read up to 4 sets corresponding to 4 channel types:
AA(I), BB(I), CC(I), /= 1 to 4: (12F10)

Constant of the correlation in the form as
f=AA*Rs**BB+CC
(Recommended: 0.316 for 5000 < Re < 30000;

0.184 for 30000 < Re < 1000000)

Constant of the correlation in the form as
f=AA*Re**BB+CC
(Recommended: -0.25 for 5000 < Re < 30000;

-0.20 for 30000 < Re < 1000000)

Constant of the correlation in the form as
f=AA*Re**BB+CC
(Recommended: 0. for 5000 < Re < 30000;

0. for 30000 < Re < 1000000)

SETRI 2.2 Single-phase laminar friction factor:
Option (LAMNF=l);
Read up to 4 sets corresponding to 4 channel types:
AAL(I), BBL(T), CCL(I), 1= 1 to 4: (12F10)

F10 AAL(J) Constant of the correlation in the form as
f=AAL*Re**BBL+CCL
(Recommended: 64.)

F10 BBL(t) Constant of the correlation in the form as
f=AAL*Re**BBL+CCL
(Recommended: -1.)

F10 CCHJ) Constant of the correlation in the form as
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Card Format Input Description

f=AAL*Re**BBL+CCL
(Recommended: 0.)

SETRI 2.3

F10 AH(I)

Single-phase rod-to-coolant heat transfer coefiBcient:
Option (N6=l):
AH(I), /= 1 to 4: (4F10)

Constant of the correlation in the form as
h=(k/D)*(AH(l)*Re**AH(2)*Pr**AH(3)+AH(4)):
Defaults foriV<J=0 are 0.023,0.8,0.4, and 0.
for AH(\) through Aff(4), respectively
(Dittus-Boelter correlation)

SETRI 2.4

110 NV

Bulk void fraction model - slip or polynomial:
Option (/3S 5):
NV, (AV(I), /= 1 to 7): (110,7F10)

Not used if J3 = 5;
Number of terms for up to a 6th-order polynomial

F10 AV{I) A single term slip ratio AV{\) ifJ3 = 5;
Constants for up to a 6th-order polynomial function
of void fraction vs. quality if J3=6 (/= 1 to 7)

SETRI 2.5

110

F10

SETRI 2.6

NF

AF(I)

Two-phase friction multiplier model - polynomial:
Option (J4= 5):
NF, (AF(I), 1= 1 to 7): (110,7F10)

Number of terms for up to a 6th-order polynomial

Constants for up to a 6th-order polynomial function
of two-phase friction multiplier vs. quality (/= 1 to 7)

Single-phase turbulent friction factor -
Rehme correlation for triangular rod array
with wire wrap:
Option (J8=l):
PITCHR, DIAR, PITCHW, DIAW,
NOR, NOW, IGL. (4F10, 3110)

F10

F10

F10

F10

110

PITCHR

DIAR

PITCHW

DIAW

NOR

Rod pitch [in; mm]

Rod diameter [in; mm]

Wire wrap pitch [in; mm]

Wire wrap diameter [in; mm]

Number of rods
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Card Format Input

no NOW

no IGL

Description

Number of wire wraps

Switch for selecting global or local Reynolds number.
IGL=0: Bundle average Reynolds number

(Recommended)
IGL = 1: Channel average Reynolds number

(Neglected)

SETRI 2.7

F10

F10

F10

PITCHR

DIAR

X1R

F10 X2R

F10

F10

110

110

TOLXR

TOLFR

IMAXR

MTDR

no IGL

Single-phase turbulent friction factor -
Rehme correlation for triangular rod array
with/without grid spacer:
Option (/«=2):
PITCHR, DIAR, X1R,X2R, TOLXR, TOLFR,

IMAXR, MTDR, IGL: (6F10, 3110)

Rod pitch [in; mm]

Rod diameter [in; mm]

Initial lower bound of the root of the nonlinear equation:
the Rehme correlation
for single-phase turbulent friction factor
for the "equivalent annular zone" of triangular rod array
(Recommended: 0.001: dependent on Re and P/D)
Initial upper bound of the root of the nonlinear equation:
the Rehme correlation
for single-phase turbulent friction factor
for the "equivalent annular zone" of triangular rod array
(Recommended: 0.049: dependent on Re and P/D)

Convergence factor for the root
(Recommended: 2.5E-7)

Convergence factor for the function value at the root
(Recommended: l.E-5)

Maximum allowed number of iterations
for finding the root
(Recommended: 100)

Flag to designate a particular root finding method:
MTDR= 1: Bisection method
MTDR=2: Newton-Raphsonmethod
MTDR=3: Newton-Raphson / Bisection method

(Recommended)

Switch for selecting global or local Reynolds number:
IGL = 0: Bundle average Reynolds number

(Recommended)
IGL = 1: Channel average Reynolds number

(Neglected)
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Card Format Input

Card Group 3

Description

Axial Heat Flux Distribution

SETRI 3.0

110

110

NGROUP

Nl

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl: (2110)

Card group number (3)

Number of entries in axial heat flux table:
Must read in at least two points;
NAX=MN(MAX(2.N1) MP)

SETRI 3.1

F10 Yd)

F10 AXIALiL)

Axial heat flux table:
Read in Nl pairs of data:
Y(L), AXIAL{L),L= 1 to Nl: (10F10)

Relative axial location (XIZ) at which heat flux is given,
where Z is the total axial length:
Must include 0. and 1. as end points

Relative heat flux at XIZ:
Local-to-average heat flux ratio
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Card Format

Card Group 4

SETRI 4.0

no

no

Input

NGROUP

Nl

110 N2

110 N3

110 N4

110 NS

no N6

Description

Channel Layout and Dimensions

Group control card:

NGROVP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, NS, N6: (7110)

Card group number (4)

Number of channels
for which informations are to be read:
One data card for each channel,
unless already assigned (e.g., restart cases);
Nl=MAX(l,Nl)
Total number of channels, regardless of Nl:
NCHANL=MIN(MAX(1 ,N2)JUC)

Number of gaps
for which relative direction angles for crossflows
are to be read:
AS=MIN(MAX(0,A3),AfG)

Number of wall-channel thermal connections:

Logical unit
from which card set SETRI 4.1 is to be read:

#5=0: Read from input deck (LU=I2 = 5)
A5>0: Read from logical unit NS

(LU=NS = 9)

Logical unit
from which card set SETRI 4.3 is to be read:
N6=MAX(0JV6):
N6=0: Read from input deck (LU=I2 = 5)
N6>0: Read from logical unit N6

SETRI 4.1

12 N

18

F10 AC(I)

Channel geometry data:
Read in Nl cards:

(LC(I,L), GAPS{I,L), DIS1XI,L), L = 1 to 4), J= 1 to Nl:
(12,18, 3F10, 4(110, 2F10))

Channel type for friction factors in SETRI 2.1 and 2.2:
Default for A"=0 is NTYPEQ) = 1;
NTYPE(I)=MIN(MAX(1^V),4)

Channel identification number:
/=MIN(MAX(l,7),7VGHr/lM,)

Nominal channel flow area [in2; mm2]
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Card Format Input

F10 PW(J)

F1O PH(I)

110 LC(I,L)

F10 GAPS(I,L)

F1O DIST(I,L)

Description

Nominal channel wetted perimeter [in; mm]

Nominal channel heated perimeter [in; mm]

Adjacent channel identification number

for up to 4 channels adjacent to channel 7:
If the channels are input
with ascending identification numbers,
only connections LC(IJJ) >I need be read in;
If a line of symmetry splits a gap at a boundary,
LC(I,L) is negative;
-NCHANL <, LC(IJL) £ NCHANL

Nominal gap spacing [in; mm]
between channel / and the adjacent channel
specified by LC(I,L)

Centroid-to-centroid distance [in; mm]
between channel / and the adjacent channel
specified by LC(I,L):
Required only if Nl = 3 and N3 = 1 in SETRI 10.0

SETRI 4.2

110 KW

F10

F10

110

F10

110

F10

Wall-channel thermal connection data:
Option (NWK>0);
Read in N4 cards:
KW, RHOLCP(KW), WIDTH{KW),
IKW{KW), RWALL(\,KW),
JKW(KW), RWALL(2JCW), K= 1 to N4:
(110, 2F10, 2(110, F10))

Wall-channel thermal connection identification number:

RHOLCP(KW) Wall heat capacity parameter [Btu/ft2- °F ; kJ/m2- °C ]

WIDTH(KW) Width of wall [in; mm]:
Heat conduction area = WIDTH(KW)*DX

IKW(KW) Channel identification number adjacent to wall

RWALL(l,KW) Conductive resistance of the wall
associated with the IKW(KW) channel
[sec-ft2-°F/Btu; m2-°C/kW]

JKW(KW) Channel identification number adjacent to wall

RWALL(2,KW) Conductive resistance of the wall
associated with the JKW(KW) channel
[sec-ft2-°F/Btu; m2-°C/kW]

SETRI 4.3 Gap orientation data:
Option (NS >0):
K, ANGLE(K),L=l toN3: (5(110, F10))
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Card Format Input Description

110 K Gap identification number
for which the relative direction angle for crossflow
is specified:
K=

F10 ANGLE(K) Relative direction angle for positive crossflow
through gap K [positive degrees]
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Card Format

Card Group 5

SETRI 5.0

no

no

Input

NGROUP

Nl

no

no

N2

N3

Description

Channel Area Variation

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3: (4110)

Card group number (5)

Number of channels
for which area variation tables are to be read:
NAFACT= MIN(MAX(0,A7),M4)

Number of axial locations for channel area variation:
Must read in at least two points;
NAXL=mN(MAX(0,N2)JUL)

Number of iterations
for gradual insertion of channel area variations:
Default for N3 = 0 is NARAMP= 1;
For a restart case, NARAMP must be reread if desired;
NARAMP= MAX(l,N3)

SETRI 5.1 Table of axial locations for channel area variation:
Option (NAXL>0):
AXL(L),L=l toN2: (10F10)

F10 AXL(L) Relative axial locations (XIZ)
at which channel area variations will be specified,
where Z is the total axial length;
Must include 0. and 1. as end points

SETRI 5.2

110

F10 AFACT{LJ)

Table of channel area variation factors:
Option {NAXLXi);
For Nl channels, read channel area variation factors
at NAXL relative axial locations
corresponding to AXUL):
I, (AFACTiLJ), L = 1 to NAXL), J= 1 to Nl:
(I10/10F10)

Channel identification number
for which channel area variations are being specified:
Read according to (110) format,
then skip to the next card
and read a complete set of factors AFA CT^LJ)
corresponding to AXL(L) locations;
Repeat until factors for Nl channels are read;
/=MM(MAX(l,r)J!CHANL)

Relative channel area at XIZ:
\faried-to-nominal channel area ratio
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Card Format

Card Group 6

SETRI 6.0

110

110

Input

NGROUP

Nl

Description

Gap Spacing Variation

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2: (3110)

Card group number (6)

Number of gaps
for which gap spacing variation tables are to be read
NGAPS = mN(MAK(0,Nl)JUS)

110 N2 Number of axial locations for gap spacing variation:
Must read in at least two points;
NGXL=MIN(MAX(0JV2)JfL)

SETRI6.1 Table of axial locations for gap spacing variation:
Option (NGXL>0):
GAPXIAJL), L = 1 to N2: (10F10)

F10 GAPX1AJL) Relative axial locations (X/Z)
at which gap spacing variations will be specified,
where Z is the total axial length:
Must include 0. and 1. as end points

SETRI 6.2

110

F10

Table of gap spacing variation factors:
Option (ATGXL>0);
For Nl gaps, read gap spacing variation factors
at NGXL relative axial locations
corresponding to GAPXL(L):
K, (GFACTiLJ), L= 1 to NGXL), J= 1 to Nl:
(I10/10F10)

Gap identification number
for which gap spacing variations are being specified:
Read according to (110) format,
then skip to the next card
and read a complete set of factors GFACT(L,J)
corresponding to GAPXL{L) locations;
Repeat until factors for Nl gaps are read;

where NK is the number of gaps

Relative gap spacing at X/Z:
Varied-to-nominal gap spacing ratio
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Card Format

Card Group 7

SETRI 7.0

110

110

Input

NGROUP

Nl

110

no

no

no

N2

N3

N4

NS

110 N6

Description

Wire Wrap and Grid Spacer Information

Group control card:

NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, NS, N6: (7110)

Card group number (7)

Option for wire wrap / grid spacer input data:
J6 = 1: Wire wrap input only
J6=2: Grid spacer input only
J6=3: Both wire wrap and grid spacer input

Number of gaps
for which wire wrap crossing data are to be read:

Number of axial locations for grid spacers:
NGRID = MIN(MAX(0,iV.J),MZ)

Number of grid spacer types:
NGRIDT=MIN(MAX(0,N4)JfK)

Number of iterations
for gradual insertion of grid loss terms:
Default for NS=0 is NRAMP= 1;
For a restart case, NRAMP must be reread if desired;
NRAMP=MAX(l,N5)

Logical unit
from which card sets SETRI 7.2 and 7.3 are to be read:
N6=MAX(0,N6):
N6=0: Read from input deck (LU=I2 = 5)
N6>0: Read from logical unit N6

SETRI 7.1

F10

F10

F10

SETRI 7.2

PITCH

DM

THICK

Wire wrap specifications:
Option (/<?= 1 or 3):
PITCH, DIA, THICK. (3F10)

Wire wrap pitch [in; mm]

Rod outer diameter [in; mm]

Wire wrap thickness [in; mm]

Wire wrap crossing data:

110 K

Option {J6=\ or 3):
K, DUR(K), (XCROSS(K,L), L = 1 to 2), M= 1 to N2:
(110, 3F10)

Gap identification number
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Card Format Input Description

for which wire wrap crossing data are being specified:
K= MIN(MAX(l,JK),AfG)

F10 DUR(K) Effective fraction of a wire wrap pitch length
for forced crossflow
(Recommended: DVR{K)=DXIPITCH,
where DXis axial node length,
and PITCH is wire wrap pitch)

F10 XCROSS(KJL) Wire wrap crossing angle [dimensionless]:
Calculated by dividing the angle
between the gap and wire (at the bundle inlet)
by 360 deg;
Positive if the wire wrap is moving
from a smaller- to a higher-number channel
and negative if otherwise;
If the wire wrap is on a gap boundary at the bundle inlet,
XCROSS(K,L) =+\. or -1. not zero

SETRI 7.3 Wire wrap inventory:
Option (J6= 1 or 3):
NWRAPtf), 1= 1 to NCHANL. (10110)

110 NWRAPtJ) Number of wire wraps in each channel
at the bundle inlet:
If the wire wrap is on a gap boundary at the bundle inlet,
the wire wrap is assumed to be in the channel
into which it is proceeding

SETRI 7.4

F10

110

SETRI 7.5

GRIDXL(L)

IGRID{L)

110

F10

110

CD(JJ)

K

Table of axial locations and types for grid spacers:
Option (J6=2 or 3):
GRIDXL(L),IGRID(L),L=\ loN3: (5(F10,110))

Relative axial locations (A7Z) of grid spacers,
where Z is the total axial length

Grid spacer type at XIZ

Loss coefficient and forced crossflow (if desired)
in each channel for each grid spacer type:
Option(/<J=2or3):
(J, CD(JJ), K, FXFLOW{KJ), 11= 1 to NCHANL),
1= 1 to N4: (110, F10,110, F10)

Channel identification number
for which grid spacer data are being supplied:
/=MIN(MAX(l,/),ArCffi4AX)

Loss coefficient in channel / for grid spacer type /

Gap associated with channel / ,
through which forced crossflow is specified:
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Card Format Input Description

If blank, no forced crossflow;
K= MIN(MAX(lyK),A«)

F10 FXFLOW(KJ) Fraction of axial flow
which is diverted through gap K for grid spacer type /
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Card Format

Card Group 8

SETRI 8.0

110

110

Input

NGROVP

Nl

no

no

no

N2

N3

110 N4

no NS

110 N6

N7

Description

Rod Layout, Dimensions, and Properties

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9:
(10110)

Card group number (8)

Number of rods for which informations are to be read:
One data card for each rod;
For restart cases or multiple case runs,
it is only necessary to read new rod input;
Nl=MAX(l,Nl)

Total number of rods, regardless of Nl:
NROD =

Number of fuel collocation points:
Order of approximation used in fuel model;
NC=MIN(MAX(0,A'3),AflV-3):
NC=0: No fuel model

(N3<2: If N3 = 1, thenNC=0: reset)
NC=2: 2nd-order collocation
ArC=3: 3rd-order collocation

Number of fuel material types
for which thermal properties are to be specified
(Applicable only if NC> I):
NFUELT=MK!(MAX(.l,N4)JfT)

Critical heat flux:
NCHF=MAX(0JV5):
NCHF=Q: No CHF calculations
NCHF= 1: B&W-2 correlation
NCHF=2: W-3 correlation

Additional fuel model options
(Applicable only if NC> 1):
NQAX= MrN(MAX(0^Vtf),3):
NQAX=0: No additional fuel model •
NQAX=l: t r iable thermal conductivity only
NQAX=2: Axial conduction only
NQAX= 3: Both variable thermal conductivity

and axial conduction
(NQAX=2 or 3 also specifies fluid axial conduction)

Heat transfer coefficient:
AWTC=MTN(MAX(0,iV7),l):
NHTC= 0: Ditrus-Boelter or other correlation

specified in SETRI 2.3
NHTC= 1: Complete boiling and nonboiling

correlation package
similar to that of RELAP-4
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Card Format Input

110 N8

110 N9

Description

Option for axially varying fuel material
(Applicable only if NC> 1):
NRODTP= Mm(MAX(0,N8)JMT):
NRODTP= 0: No axially varying fuel material:

Each fuel rod
is constructed of a single material

NRODTP>0: Number of fuel material configuration
types for axially varying fuel material:
Read in fuel zone information
from SETRI 8.4

Logical unit
from which card set SETRI 8.1 is to be read:
N9=UAX(0,N9):
N9 = 0: Read from input deck (LU=I2 = 5)
N9 > 0: Read from logical unit N9

(LU=N9 = 9)

SETRI 8.1

12

18

F10

F10

no

DR(I)

RADIALiI)

LR{I,L)

Rod data:
Read in Nl cards:
N, I, DR(I), RADIAL(I), (LR(I,L), PHI(I,L), L = 1 to 6),
J= 1 to Nl: (12,18, 2F10, 6(110, F10))

Fuel shape and fuel material option:
IDFUELQ) = MAX(1,ABS(AO):
Absolute value of TV
determines the material property configuration of fuel /:
For NRODTP=Q (axially uniform fuel material),
ABS(7V) corresponds to one of NFUELT fuel materials
in SETRI 8.2 of which rod / i s made;
For NRODTP> 0 (axially varying fuel material),
ABS(7V) corresponds to one of NRODTP fuel material
configurations in SETRI 8.4
specifying the fuel material vs. axial height;
If any rod is specified to have axially varying properties
(NRODTP>0),
all rods (including axially uniform rods)
must have an axial configuration
specified in SETRI 8.4:
NZ 0: IDTYP(I) = 1: Cylindrical fuel
iV<0:1DTYF\I) = 2: Plate fuel

Rod identification number:
/=MIN(MAX( 1,1),NROD)

Rod outer diameter [in; mm]:
If cladding is around the rod,
DR(I) is the cladding outer diameter

Radial power factor for rod /
as a fraction of the average heat flux
specified in SETRI 11.1

Adjacent channel identification number
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Card Format Input

F1O PHI(I,L)

Description

for up to 6 channels surrounding rod /

Fraction of the total rod power input
to adjacent channel:
Fraction of the outer rod perimeter
facing the channel identified by LR(IJJ)

SETRI 8.2

F10

F10

F10

F10

F10

F10

F10

F10

F1O

SETRI 8.3

KFUEL(I)

CFUEL(I)

RFUEL([)

DFVEHJ)

KCLADil)

CCLADtf)

RCLAD(I)

TCLAD(I)

HGAPQ)

F10

F10

TREF

BK(I)

Fuel material properties:
Option (NC> 1 and N4>0);
Read in N4 cards corresponding to N4 materials
for which thermal properties are specified;
Each fuel rod consists of one or more of these materials:
KFUEL(I), CFUEL(I), RFUEL(I), DFUEL(I),
KCLAD(I), CCLADij), RCLADil), TCLAD(I),

HGAP(I), /= 1 to N4\ (9F10)

Thermal conductivity of fuel [Btu/hr-ft-°F; kW/m-°C ]

Specific heat of fuel [Btu/lbm-°F; kJ/kg-°C]

Density of fuel [Vajft3; kg/m3]

Fuel pellet diameter [in; mm]
Thermal conductivity of cladding
[Btu/hr-ft- °F; kW/m-°C ]

Specific heat of cladding [Btu/lbra- °F; kJ/kg- °C ]

Density of cladding [lbn/ft3; kg/m3]

Cladding thickness [in; mm]

Fuel-cladding gap conductance
[Btu/hr-ft2- °F; kW/m2- °C ]

Variable thermal conductivity:
Option (NC> 1 and (NQAX= 1 or 3));
Only applies to the material
specified by the 1st card of SETRI 8.2:
TREF, (BK(I), 1=2 to 4): (4F10)

Reference temperature where k=KFUEL( 1) [ °F; °C ]

Coefficients for up to 3rd-order polynomial
approximation for thermal conductivity vs. temperature
of the form as
k = KFUEL(l)*(l +BK(2)*(J-TREF)

+BK(5)*(T-TREF)**2
+BK(4)*(T-TREF)**3)

SETRI 8.4 Specification of axially varying fuel materials:
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Card Format Input

no KNZ

F10 ZEND{I,L)

110 IZTYP(I,L)

Description

Option (NC> 1 and N8 > 0);
Must read in a fuel zone configuration table
for each fuel type N in SETRI8.1:
KNZ, (ZEND(I£), IZTYPVJ,), L = 1 to KNZ),
/=ltoJV«:(I10/5(F10,I10))

Number of axial zones to be read for a table
of fuel material vs. axial distance for fuel type /:
Read according to (HO) format,
then skip to the next card
and read a complete set of factors
ZEND(I£) and IZTYP&L);
Repeat until factors for N8 fuel material configuration
types are read;
NZ0NE(I) =

Relative axial location (XIZ) of the end of a fuel zone:
If fuel type / is axially uniform, ZEND(1,1) = 1.

Type of fuel material in the fuel zone
ending at ZEND(I,L):
Each IZTYP(I,L) corresponds to a fuel material
specified in SETRI 8.2;
Only fuel material type 1
can have variable thermal conductivity
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Card Format

Card Group 9

SETRI 9.0

no

110

Input

NGROUP

Nl

110

no

N2

N3

no N4

Description

Calculation Control

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6: (7110)

Card group number (9)

Output print option for axial levels:
NSKIPX= MAX(1 ,N1):
NSKIPX= 1: Print all axial levels
NSKIPX> 1: Print every NSKIPX axial levels

Output print option for time steps:
NSKIPT=MAX(1 ,N2):
NSKIPT= 1: Print all time steps
NSKIPT> 1: Print every NSKIPT time steps

Solution algorithm to solve the problem:
Kll=MIN(MAX(0,^3),4):
Kll=0: Implicit solution

with inlet flow boundary condition:
Implicit steady-state
and implicit transient calculations

Kll = \: Explicit solution
with pressure drop boundary condition:
Running start
from implicit solution as initial condition
(Not checked)

Kll -2: Explicit solution
with pressure drop boundary condition:
Standing start
from zero flow initial condition
(Not checked)

Kll-3: Explicit solution
with inlet flow boundary condition:
Running start
from implicit solution as initial condition
(Not checked)

Kll = \: Explicit solution
with inlet flow boundary condition:
Standing start
from zero flow initial condition
(Not checked)

Problem roll option:
IROLL = MIN(MAX(0^V4), 1):
IROLL = 0: No roll option:

All variables reside in core at all times
IROLL =1: Roll option:

Only 3 axial levels of information
(/-I , / , and 7+1)
are stored in core at one time
(Not checked)
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Card Format Input

110 N5

110 N6

Description

Maximum time step table option
(Applicable only if Kll > 0):

ITSTEP=0 or \: Maximum transient time step is FDT
in SETRI 9.3 for all time

ITSTEP> 1: Read in ITSTEP pairs of information
(time, maximum time step)
for variable maximum time steps
(Not checked)

Number of axial zones for variable axial node length:

NVAZ= 0 or 1: Uniform axial node length
NVAZ> 1: Nonuniform axial node length:

Read in NVAZ pairs of information
(no. axial node, frac. axial node length)
for variable axial node length for each zone

SETRI 9.1

F10

F10

F10

Z

TTIME

WERBX

F10 WERRY

F10 FERROR

F10 KIJ

Calculation parameters:
Z, TTIME, WERRX, WERRY, FERROR,
KIJ, SL, FTM, THETA, USDON,
DAMPNG, ACCELY, ACCELF, ZH. (14F10)

Total axial length [in; mm]

Total transient time [sec]

External convergence limit for crossflow:
Defined for implicit crossflow solution
as the maximum allowable error in iterative crossflows
at any axial level;
If any error is greater than WERRX,
the solution proceeds through another iterative
axial sweep over the entire bundle;
Default for WERRX<. 0. is 0.1

Internal convergence limit for crossflow:
Defined for implicit crossflow solution
as the convergence limit for the SOR
(Successive Over-Relaxation: Gauss-Seidel iteration
modified to include overrelaxation) method
at any axial level;
Default for WERRY<,0. is 0.001

External convergence limit for axial flow:
Defined for implicit axial flow solution
as the maximum allowable error in iterative axial flows
at any axial level;
If any error is greater than FERROR,
the solution proceeds through another iterative
axial sweep over the entire bundle;
Default for FERROR<,0. is 0.01

Diversion crossflow resistance coefficient:
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Card Format Input Description

F1O SL

F1O FTM

F1O THETA

F10 USDON

F1O DAMPNG

F10 ACCELY

F10 ACCELF

F10

Default for KIJ^O. is 0.5

Transverse momentum parameter:
Default for SL < 1 .E-O5 is 0.5

Turbulent momentum factor:
Default for FTM<0. is 0.

Channel orientation (from vertical) [degrees]:
Default for THETA =0. is vertical;
Otherwise, read in the nearest angle
away from the vertical

Contribution of velocities
from the donor and receiver channels in u* calculation:
Default for USDON<0. is 0.;
If USDON=0., then u*=0.5*(u(/)+u(./)), and
if USDON= 1., thenu*=u(7), where / a n d /
are donor and receiver channels, respectively;
Any value between 0. and 1. is acceptable

Acceleration factor for iterative pressure difference
between adjacent channels:
SP(KJM =DAMPNG*SI\KfJ,N)

+(1.-DAMPNG)*SP(KJ,N-1\
where N and N-l
are the present and previous iterations, respectively;
Defined for implicit solution for pressure difference
between adjacent channels;
Default for DAMPNGzO. is 0.8

Acceleration factor for iterative crossflow:
WiKJJl) =ACCELY*W(Kf/,N)

+(\.-ACCELY)*W(KfJ,N-Y),
where Nand N-l
are the present and previous iterations, respectively;
Defined for implicit crossflow solution;
Default for ACCELY <LQ. is 1.6

Acceleration factor for iterative axial flow:
F ( / / ^ ) =ACCELF*F(IiJJJ)

+{l.-ACCELF)*F{IfJJt-\),
where N and N-l
are the present and previous iterations, respectively;
Defined for implicit axial flow solution;
Default for ACCELF<.0. is 1.

Heated axial length [in; mm]:
Default for ZH<,0. is Z

SETRI 9.2

110 NDX

Additional calculation parameters:
NDX, NOT, NTRIES, ITRY, ITRYM: (5110)

Number of axial nodes
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Card Format Input

110 NDT

110 NTRIES

110 ITRY

110 ITRYM

Description

Number of time steps:
For implicit transients,
the time step size is TTIME/NDT,
For explicit transients,
the time step size is problem-dependent
with NDT and TTIME being the limits
on the total number of time steps
and length of the transient

Maximum number of external iterations
allowed in implicit solution scheme,
regardless of WERRX and FERROR.
Default for NTRIES <. 0 is 20

Maximum number of internal iterations
allowed in implicit solution scheme,
regardless of WERRY.
Default for ITRY<. 0 is MAX(2*JVX,20)

Minimum number of iterations
in the internal crossflow solution
for implicit solution scheme,
regardless of convergence:
Default for ITRYM <, 0 is 5

SETR19.3 Calculation parameters for explicit solution scheme
(Not checked):
Option (KU >0):
FCOUR, FDT, XZERR, YZERR,
THX, THD,ACCEL1,ACCEL2: (8F10)

F10 FCOUR Courant time step limitation parameter:
FCOUR = velocity*/) 77/)*;
Default for FCOURZ0. or FCOUR> 1. is 0.2

F10 FDT Maximum time step regardless of FCOUR [sec]:
No default; Must read in

F10 XZERR Iterative flow field convergence limit
for explicit solution scheme:
Default for XZERR<,0. is 0.001

F10 YZERR Not used:
Iterative energy field convergence limit
for explicit solution scheme:
Default for YZERR<,0. is 0.0001

F10 TUX For THX= 1., the integrated liquid level is printed
for each channel at each time step;
For THX-0., No liquid level printout

F10 THD For THD = 1., optional interface sharpening parameter,
equivalent to the downward liquid velocity
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Card Format Input

F10 ACCELl

F10 ACCEL2

Description

Acceleration factor for iterative current pressure change:
Defined for explicit solution;
Default for ACCELl <. 0. is 1.

Not used:
Acceleration factor for pressure change
from last iteration:
Defined for explicit solution;
Default for ACCELl <. 0. is 0.

SETRI 9.4 Additional calculation parameters
for explicit solution scheme
(Not checked):
Option (KU>0):
NTRYX, NTRYY, KNOFLO, JNOFLO: (4110)

110 NTRYX Maximum number of allowable iterations
in the flow solution for explicit solution scheme,
regardless of XZERR:
Default for NTRYX<. 0 is 100

110 NTRYY Not used:
Maximum number of allowable iterations
in the energy solution for explicit solution scheme,
regardless of YZERR:
Default for NTRYY <. 0 is 20

110 KNOFLO No crossflow permitted
through gap identification number KNOFLO or less,
at and above the axial node JNOFLO

110 JNOFLO No crossflow permitted
through gap identification number KNOFLO or less,
at and above the axial node JNOFLO

SETRI 9.5

F10

F10

SETRI 9.6

YT(L)

FT(L)

no NVDX(I)

Table of maximum time step size
for explicit solution scheme
(Not checked):
Option (Kll > 0 and ITSTEP> 1):
YT(L), FT(L), L= I to N5: (10F1O)

Time for maximum time step [sec]:
Must include 0.

Maximum time step size allowed at this time f sec]

Table of variable axial node length:
Option {NVAZ> 1):
NVDX(J), VDX(r>, 1= 1 to NVAZ. (5010, F10))

Number of axial nodes in /-th axial zone
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F10 VDX(J) Fractional axial node length (DX/Z) for /-th axial zone,
where Z is the total axial length
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Card Format

Card Group 10

SETRI 10.0

no

no

Input

NGROUP

Nl

110 N2

110 N3

110 N4

110 N5

no N6

Description

Lateral Transport Models

Group control card:

NGROVP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, NS, N6, N7, N8: (9110)

Card group number (10)

Single-phase turbulent mixing correlation
for equal mass exchange model:
NSCBC=MTN(MAX(0,7V7),3):
NSCBC=0: w1 =ABETA*(G*s)
NSCBC= 1: w' =ABETA*Re**BBETA*(G*s)
NSCBC=2: w' =ABETA*Re**BBETA*(G*D)
NSCBC= 3: w1 =ABETA*Re**BBETA*(G*D)*(s/z)
Two-phase turbulent mixing correlation
for equal mass exchange model
(Applicable only if ISTM=0):
NBBC= MIN(MAX(0,iV2),MP):
NBBC=0 or 1: Assumed to be the same as single-phase
NBBC>1: Turbulent mixing parameter

is a function of quality or void fraction:
Read in NBBC pairs of data in SETRI 10.2
for a table of two-phase turbulent mixing
parameter vs. quality or void fraction

Radial thermal conduction mixing:
JS=MIN<MAX(0,iV3), 1):
J5=0: No thermal conduction
J5= 1: Read in geometry factor in SETRI 10.3

for radial thermal conduction mixing

Independent variable
of two-phase turbulent mixing correlation
for equal mass exchange model
(Applicable only ifISTM=0 and NBBC> 1):
J10=MIN(MAX(0,Ar^), 1):
J10=0: Quality
J10=l: Void fraction

Turbulent mixing model:
7,SrAf=MIN(MAX(0,Ar5),l):
1STM=O: Equal mass exchange

turbulent mixing model
ISTM= 1: Equal volume exchange

turbulent mixing model

Void drift model
(Applicable only if ISTM= 1):
ISVD =MIN(MAX(0>MJ),l):
ISVD=0\ No void drift model
ISVD = 1: Read in void drift correction factor

in SETRI 10.4
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110 N7

no N8

Description

Type of void drift correction factor
(Applicable only ifISTM= 1 and ISVD = 1):
ISCVD =MIN(MAX(0,iV7),2):
ISCVD=0: Independent of flow regime (KAERI)
ISCVD = 1: Independent of flow regime (MIT)
ISCVD = 2: Dependent of flow regime (KAERI)

Print option for lateral exchange results:
ISPLE=MIN(MAX(O, NS),l):
ISPLE=0: No printout
ISPLE= 1: Print out the lateral exchange results

for the key channels 1, 2, and 3

SETRI 10.1

FIO

FIO

SETRI 10.2

ABETA

BBETA

FIO

FIO

SETRI 10.3

XQUAL(L)

BX(L)

FIO GK

Single-phase turbulent mixing correlation constants
for equal mass exchange model:
ABETA, BBETA. (2F10)

Constant of the correlations
specified in the NSCBC option of SETRI 10.0

Constant of the correlations
specified in the NSCBC option of SETRI 10.0

Table of two-phase turbulent mixing parameter
vs. quality or void fraction
for equal mass exchange model:
Option (ISTM=0 and NBBC> 1):
XQUAL(L), BX(L), L= 1 to N2: (10F10)

Quality or void fraction

Two-phase turbulent mixing parameter

Geometry factor for radial thermal conduction mixing:
Option (75= I):
GK: (F10)

Geometry factor for radial thermal conduction mixing:
Normally greater than 1.

SETRI 10.4 Void drift correction factor:
Option (ISTM= 1 and ISVD = 1):
CVDB, CVDA: (2F10)

F10 CVDB Void drift correction factor for bubbly-slug flow regime.
If ISCVD =0,
CVDB is independent of flow regime (KAERI)
(Recommended: CVDB = 3. at BWR pressure
(about 1000 psia));
U ISCVD = I,
CVDB is independent of flow regime
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F1O CVDA

Description

(MIT: Kelly et al.: THERNDT-2)
CKD(MIT) = CKD(KAERI)

•(average void fraction at gap)
(Recommended: CVDB= 1.4 at BWR pressure
(about 1000 psia));
If ISCVD = 2,
CVDB is dependent on flow regime (KAERI)
(Recommended: CVDB= 1.5 at BWR pressure
(about 1000 psia) for bubbly-slug flow regime;
At PWR pressure (about 2250 psia),
CVDB=0. is temporarily recommended)

Void drift correction factor for annular flow regime:
IfISCVD =0,
CVDA = CVDB (Default);
IfISCVD =1,
CVDA = CVDB (Default);
If ISCVD =2,
CVDA is dependent on flow regime (KAERI)
(Recommended: CVDA = 5. at BWR pressure
(about 1000 psia) for annular flow regime;
At PWR pressure (about 2250 psia),
CVDA - 0. is temporarily recommended)
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Card Group 11

SETRI 11.0

no

110

Input

NGROUP

Nl

110

110

no

no

N2

N3

N4

NS

Description

Operating Conditions
and Transient Forcing Functions

Group control card:
NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8: (9110)

Card group number (11)

Option for specified inlet enthalpy or temperature:
777=MtN(MAX(0>W7),3):
IH=0: Uniform inlet enthalpy HIN

specified in SETRI 11.1
IH=l: Uniform inlet temperature HIN

specified in SETRI 11.1
777=2: Individual channel inlet enthalpy

specified in SETRI 11.2
IH-3:Individual channel inlet temperature

specified in SETRI 11.2

Option for specified inlet mass velocity:
7G=MIN(MAX(0,JV2),2):
IG - 0: Uniform inlet mass velocity GIN

specified in SETRI 11.1
IG-\: Average bundle mass velocity GIN

specified in SETRI 11.1
but channel inlet flows split
for equal pressure gradient
across the 1st axial node

76=2: Average bundle mass velocity GIN
specified in SETRI 11.1
but channel inlet flows split
by individual channel inlet flow fraction
specified in SETRI 11.3

Transient forcing function for system (exit) pressure:

JVP=Oorl: No
NP>1: Read in NP pairs of values

for a table of system pressure factor vs. time
in SETRI 11.4

Transient forcing function for inlet enthalpy
or temperature:
NH= MIHQAAX(0,N4)MP):
M7=0or l :No
NH> 1: Read in NH pairs of values

for a table of inlet enthalpy
or temperature factor vs. time
in SETRI 11.5

Transient forcing function for inlet mass velocity
or pressure drop:
NG=MIN(MAX(0,iV5),MP):
WG=0orl:No
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no N6

no N7

110 N8

NG > 1: Read in NG pairs of values
for a table of inlet mass velocity factor,
pressure drop, or pressure drop factor vs. time
inSETRI11.6

Transient forcing function for average heat flux:
NQ = mN(MAX(0,N6)JMP):
ATg=0orl:No
NQ > 1: Read in NQ pairs of values

for a table of average heat flux factor vs. time
inSETRI11.7

Option for pressure drop boundary condition transients
(Applicable only if Kll = 1 or 2 in SETRI 9.0,
andATG>l):

K10=MIN(MAX(0,./V7), 1):
K10=0: Read in NG pairs of values

for a table of pressure drop (psi) vs. time
KJ0=l: Read in NG pairs of values

for a table of pressure drop factor vs. time

Transient forcing function for exit enthalpy:

NHX=0oil:Ho
NHX>1: Read in NHX pairs of values

for a table of exit enthalpy factor vs. time
in SETRI 11.8

SETRI 11.1

F10

F10

PEXIT

HIN

F10

F10

F10

GIN

AFLUX

HOUT

F10 DPS

Operating conditions:

PEXIT, HIN, GIN, AFLUX, HOUT, DPS: (6F10)

System reference (exit) pressure [psia; MPa]

Inlet enthalpy or temperature depending on IH:
If HIN is negative, the inlet enthalpy
will be either the absolute value of HIN
or the last calculated 1st node enthalpy
if the flow has reversed;
If Zff=0 or 2, HIN is inlet enthalpy [Btu/lbm; kJ/kg];
If IH= 1 or 3, HIN is inlet temperature [ °F; °C ]
Inlet mass velocity to be distributed by the IG option
[Mlbjhr-ft2; kg/sec-m2]

Average heat flux [MBtu/hr-ft2; kW/m2]

Exit enthalpy [Btu/lb,,,; kJ/kg]:
tf HOUT is specified, and the flow reverses,
the new exit enthalpy will be HOUT;
Otherwise, for HOUT blank, the new exit enthalpy
will be the calculated exit enthalpy before reversal

Pressure drop [psi; MPa]:
Option to specify a pressure drop
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rather than a flow boundary condition
in the steady-state implicit solution scheme;
The code iterates on the total inlet flow rate
until the calculated pressure drop is close to DPS

SETRI 11.2

F10 HINLET(J)

Individual channel inlet enthalpy or temperature:
Option (IH-2 or 3):
HINLET(I), /= 1 to NCHANL: (10F10)

Inlet enthalpy or temperature of each channel:
]fIH=2, HINLET(I) is inlet enthalpy [Btu/lbm; kJ/kg]
]fIH=3, HINLET(I) is inlet temperature [°F; °C]

SETRI 11.3

F10 FINLET{I)

Individual channel inlet flow fraction:
Option (/G=2):
FINLET(I), 1= 1 to NCHANL: (10F10)

Inlet flow fraction of each channel:
Ratio of mass flow rate of each channel
to that of total channels

SETRI

SETRI

11.4

F10

F10

11.5

YI\L)

FP(L)

F10

F10

YH(L)

FH(L)

Transient forcing function for system (exit) pressure:
Option (NP> 1):
YP(L), FP{L), L = 1 to N3: (10F10)

Transient time [sec]:
Must include 0.

Fraction of steady-state system (exit) pressure

Transient forcing function for inlet enthalpy
or temperature:
Option (NH> 1):
YH(L), FH{L), L = 1 to N4: (10F10)

Transient time [sec]:
Must include 0.

Fraction of steady-state inlet enthalpy (IH=0 or 2)
or temperature (IH= 1 or 3)

SETRI 11.6

F10

F10

YG(L)

FG(L)

Transient forcing function for inlet mass velocity
or pressure drop:
Option (M?>1):
YG(L), FG(L), L= 1 toNS: (10F10)

Transient time [sec]:
Must include 0.

Fraction of steady-state inlet mass velocity
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{KU =0,3, or 4);
Pressure drop (psi)
{{KU = 1 or 2) and K10=0);
Fraction of steady-state pressure drop
{{KU = 1 or 2) and K10 -1)

SETRI 11.7

F10 YQ{L)

F10 FQ{L)

Transient forcing function for average heat flux:
Option {NQ>1):

) , FQ{L),L= 1 toN6: (10F10)

Transient time [sec]:
Must include 0.

Fraction of steady-state average heat flux

SETRI 11.8

F10 YHX{L)

F10 FHX{L)

Transient forcing function for exit enthalpy:
Option {NHX>1):
YHX{L), FHX{L), L= 1 to N8: (10F10)

Transient time [sec]:
Must include 0.

Fraction of steady-state exit enthalpy, HOUT
in SETRI 11.1
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Card Group 12

SETRI 12.0

110

no

Input

NGROUP

Nl

no

no

no

no

N2

N3

N4

NS

110 N6

Description

Output Display Options

Group control card:

NGROUP, Nl, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8: (9110)

Card group number (12)

Output print option:
NOUT= MIN(MAX(0^VrZ),3):
NOUT= 0: Print channel results only
NOUT= 1: Print channel and gap crossflow results only
NOUT=2: Print channel and rod results only
NOUT=3: Print channel, gap crossflow, and rod results
Output print option for channel results:
NPCHAN'= MIN(MAX(0^2)^/C):
NPCHAN = 0: Print all channel results
NPCHAN> 0: Read in NPCHAN channel identification

numbers of channels to be printed
in SETRI 12.1

Output print option for rod results:
UNCHF>0 in SETRI 8.0, CHF data is also printed
along with the rod results;
NPROD=MIN(MAX(0,iV3),MR):
NPROD = 0: Print all rod results
NPROD > 0: Read in NPROD rod identification

numbers of rods to be printed
in SETRI 12.2

Output print option for fuel (pellet) node temperatures
for all rods specified by NPROD
(Applicable only if NC> 1 in SETRI 8.0):
NPNODE = MTN(MAX(0^/),7):
NPNODE = 2: Print rod centerline

and surface temperatures
along with cladding surface
and fluid temperatures
(lfN4Z2, thenNPNODE= 2: reset)

NPNODE > 2: Print NPNODE
equally spaced interior rod temperatures
(including rod centerline
and surface temperatures)
along with cladding surface
and fluid temperatures

Output print option for gap crossflow results:
NPGAP= MIN(MAX(0,iV5)^fG):
NPGAP=0: Print all gap crossflows
NPGAP>0: Read in NPGAPgap identification

numbers of gaps to be printed
in SETRI 12.3

Output plotting option for transients:
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no

no

N7

N8

Description

NSKPLT= MAX(0,Mf):
NSKPLT=0: No
NSKPLT> 0: Plot every NSKPLT time steps:

Read in 4 sets of maximum
and minimum coordinates
for the 4 variables plotted
in SETRI 12.6

Output plotting option for channel transients
(Applicable only if NSKPLT>Q):
NPLTCH=MIN(MAX(0,N7)rMC):
NPLTCH=0: Plot all channel results
NPLTCH>0: Read in NPLTCHchannel identification

numbers of channels to be plotted
in SETRI 12.4

Output plotting option for gap crossflow transients
(Applicable only ifNSKPLT>0):
NPLTGP= MIN(MAX(O,/W),MG):
NPLTGP=0: Plot all gap crossflows
NPLTGP> 0: Read in NPLTGPgap identification

numbers of gaps to be plotted
in SETRI 12.5

SETRI 12.1

110 PRINTCQJ)

Identification numbers of channels to be printed:
Option (NPCHAN>0):
PRJNTC(L), L = 1 to N2: (10110)

Identification numbers of channels
for which results to be printed

SETRI 12.2

110 PRINTR{L)

Identification numbers of rods to be printed:
Option (NPROD>0):
PRJNTR(L), L = 1 to N3: (10110)

Identification numbers of rods
for which results to be printed

SETRI 12.3

110 PRINTG(L)

Identification numbers of gaps to be printed:
Option (NPGAP>0):
PRJNTG(L), L= 1 to N5: (10110)

Identification numbers of gaps
for which results to be printed

SETRI 12.4

110 IPLTCH(L)

Identification numbers of channels to be plotted:
Option (NPLTCH>0).
IPLTCH(L), L= 1 to N7: (10110)

Identification numbers of channels
for which results to be plotted
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SETRI 12.5

110 IPLTGP(L)

Description

Identification numbers of gaps to be plotted:
Option (NPLTGP>0):
IPLTGP(L),L= 1 toN8: (10110)

Identification numbers of gaps
for which results to be plotted

SETRI 12.6

F10 HIP(I)

F10 ZPT(I)

Maximum and minimum coordinates
for the 4 variables plotted:
Option (NSKPLT>0),
Mass velocity, enthalpy, and pressure drop are plotted
for each channel specified,
and crossflow is plotted for each gap specified;
If HIP(I)=0., that quantity is not plotted:
HIP{I), ZPT(I), /= 1 to 4: (8F10)

Maximum coordinates for the 4 variables plotted:
HIP(\): Mass velocity [Mlb^/hr-ft2; kg/sec-m2]
HIP(2): Enthalpy [kBtu/lbm; kJ/kg]
HIP(3y. Pressure drop [psi; MPa]
/MP(4) Crossflow [lbjsec-ft; kg/sec-m]

Minimum coordinates for the 4 variables plotted:
ZPT(l): Mass velocity [Mlbn/hr-ft2; kg/sec-m2]
ZPT(2): Enthalpy [kBtii/Uv, kJ/kg]
ZPT(3): Pressure drop [psi; MPa]
ZPT(4): Crossflow [lbjsec-ft; kg/sec-m]
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Appendix B.

Sample Inputs of MATRA-a

NEXT PACSE(S)
left
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